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ACL eResearch tools
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Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (HASS)
 represent 50% of the University sector (and 2/3 of 
undergraduate teaching)
 receives less than 20% of research funding
 often operates at a smaller & more individual scale
 main infrastructure resources are:
 the library
 desktop computing
 email
 web access
 gets left out of the eResearch picture (eg. NCRIS)
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eResearch infrastructure
 information/knowledge sharing
 data collection systems
 repositories/shared data
 processing power/visualisation
 collaboration/communication
HASS
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99 long-term preservation
Sciences
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Information management
 Bibliographic references
 Internet bookmarks
 Annotation
 Research Notes
 Field Notes
 Email
 etc….
 Digitised documents
 Audio, video
 Transcriptions
 Photographs
 Spatial data
 Spreadsheets
 Course info
 Project descriptions
 Grants
 Item records
 etc …
How many tools?
Interoperability?
Safe data management?
Cross-referencing?
Silos …
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A brief survey
1. How do you save Internet bookmarks of 
future reference?
2. How do you manage bibliographic 
references?
3. How do you store research notes?
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1. How do you save Internet bookmarks?
 Document(s) on your computer
 Web browser bookmarks eg. Firefox
 Desktop database eg. EndNote
 Web-based bookmarking eg. Delicious
 Integrated KMS
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2. How do you manage bibliographic 
references?
 Documents on your computer eg. Word
 Master document on your computer
 Desktop database eg. EndNote
 Web-based bibliography eg. Connotea
 Integrated KMS
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3. How do you store research notes?
 Hardcopy notes
 Documents on your computer eg. Word
 Desktop database eg. EndNote
 Web-based semi-structured eg. wiki
 Web-based structured database/KMS
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EndNote – the state of the art (?)
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What’s wrong with EndNote?
 Silo effect # 1
Limited to ‘bibliographic’ data (including web 
bookmarks) and notes
 what about everything else …?
 impossible to relate resources
 Silo effect # 2
Desktop system - one computer, one user
 nightmare of synchronisation
 sharing requires copying
(and other special-purpose desktop systems)
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Corporate vs Anarchic approaches
 Corporate
 Carefully designed systems
 Federated access control, authenticated data
 Complex and costly relative to services provided
 Held back by cobwebs, institutional inertia
 Anarchic
 Organic development, feature-driven
 Open access, minimal supervision, no quality control
 Rapid, low-cost, user-driven development 
 Open-slather content creation
 Web 2.0, Wikipedia, del.icio.us, Flickr, Youtube …
Are web 2.0 systems appropriate
for academic eResearch infrastructure?
(pragmatic)
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Wikipedia (upstart vs authority)
 Con:
 Coverage is incoherent
 Content is rubbish
 Even if it’s good, how can you know?
 “I forbid my students to use Wikipedia”
 Pro:
 Coverage already exceeds Brittanica
 Content is remarkably good
 You can’t know if the content is good, but …
 Mechanisms can be developed for peer review
 Quality could be inferred from authorship
 Requires identification of authors and peer-review groups
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Web 2.0 is already happening …
 Corporate bodies not providing eResearch tools
 Academics get tools where they can find them:
 Blogs
 Wikis
 Bookmarking eg. Del.icio.us
 Bibliography eg. CiteULike
 Image management eg. Flickr
 Collaborative writing eg. Google Docs
 And many others …
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What’s wrong with cobbling a solution?
 Inefficient, everyone relearns and reinvents
 No integration, many separate tools
 No interoperability, information in silos
 Sustainability and business risk
(what happens when provider folds/is taken over?)
 Copyright issues, exposing information
Nightmare! Disaster waiting to happen
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Heurist
 A single integrated system for:
 Internet bookmarks
 Bibliographic records
 Database records
 Provides:
 Tags/social bookmarking
 Relationships between records
 Annotations (wiki, discussions)
 Notifications
 Workgroup management
 Online publishing and mapping
Pragmatic solution
Need to work within 
and extend existing 
paradigms rather 
than being totally, 
radically new
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Heurist evolution Internet bookmarks
Bibliographic records
Database of everything …
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People congregate around artefacts
 Historical events
 Biographies
 Heritage items
 Sites
 Buildings
 Bibliographic references
 Journal articles
 etc.
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Applications
 Single instance supports wide variety of 
project:
 Annotated archaeological bibliography, 
 Web site for USyd Archaeology department 
 Web site for a European research group
 Visualisation of a European research network
 Interactive map-based historical events browser
> 60 record typs
> 150 fields (used in any combination)
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Heurist June 2007
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Archaeology department web site
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Rethinking Timelines
 ARC Linkage 2007 – 2011, Macquarie Library, Aust. Nat. Maritime Mueum.
 Historical event model, fuzzy data
 History as nested events
 Event relationships
 Linked maps and timelines
 New modes of timeline (event network) visualisation
 Pedagogical context
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Historical event & bibliography record
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Historical event digitisation
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Silk Road pilot spatio-temporal browser
Direct collaborative editing of database
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Mapping Heurist search results
TimeMap
Google Maps
Google Earth
Heurist search
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Heurist publishing
 Maps
 XML
 User-defined styles (XSLT and Cocoon)
 HTML embedding code
 Feeds:
 RSS
 GML
 KML
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HeuristScholar.org
johnson@acl.arts.usyd.edu.au
Please try it …
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ACL
ADDITIONAL
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ECAI: The Electronic Cultural Atlas 
Initiative
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Community/personal input
 Non-specialists can contribute to Humanities 
data (less so in Science)
 Personal stories have long been accepted as 
a component of history
 Consumer access to digital technology 
enables community and personal input
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David Rumsey Map Collection
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Other areas (HASS)
 Data collection/management
 Digital publishing
 Databsas
 Maps
 Visualisation
 Repositories/sustainability
 Cooperative writing
 Communication/collaboration
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UNESCO World Heritage Sites screens 2
 UNESCO World Heritage Site
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A bibliographic system should …
 allow communities of interest to build and share resources, and 
support easy sharing of data within or between research groups
 allow non-technical users to extend the database schema on 
demand without recourse to programmers. 
 support explicit recording and annotation of relationships 
between entities - the basic currency of scholarship, and a major 
weakness of all current bibliographic systems (and most 
purpose-built databases)
 allow discussions and annotations to develop around and 
between particular resources, using standard wiki and blog
components
 allow selected data to be easily published as live content in 
external web sites
 provide programmatic access to other systems through the 
exposure of standards-based web services
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